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taut immersions into complete riemannian manifolds - tight and taut submanifolds msri publications
volume 32, 1997 taut immersions into complete riemannian manifolds chuu-lian terng and gudlaugur
thorbergsson abstract. the main purpose of this paper is to propose a natural gen-eralization of the notion of a
taut immersion into a complete riemannian manifold. total absolute curvature and tightness of
noncompact manifolds - total absolute curvature and tightness of noncompact manifolds martin van
gemmeren ... the related topic of taut immersions of noncompact manifolds is considered in [5]. ... absolute
curvature and tightness of noncompact manifolds 2415 is a base for a compact hausdor topology on xb[11],
[13]. tight embeddings of simply connected 4-manifolds - smooth tight immersions into 3-space exist for
all surfaces except for the real projective plane, the klein bottle and the surface with χ = −1. the latter is again
the most crucial case and was solved by f.haab [7]. ... class of taut 3-manifolds was classiﬁed in [17]. in
particular it includes an cylindrically taut immersions - link.springer - cylindrically taut immersions sheila
carter, nadir g. mansour, and alan west ... so "(n- 1)-cylindrically taut" means "tight". one would perhaps think
at first that ... we show that in certain dimensions cylindrically taut manifolds must be round spheres so that
taut manifolds are not always cylindrically taut. however, we do show that ... durham e-theses immersions
into manifolds without ... - (ii) which deals with tight and taut (convex-minimal) immersions in manifolds
without conjugate points. some geometric concepts such as (spherical) two-piece property, h-two-piece
property, total horo-tight immersions of s - usp - that question, namely the horo-tight immersions of a
simple closed curve. the concept of horo-tightness was introduced in [4], whose main subjets are tight and taut
immersions into hyperbolic space. one may regard tightness, tautness and horo-tightness as generalizations of
euclidean tightness. tightness for smooth and polyhedral immersions of the ... - tight and taut
submanifolds msri publications volume 32, 1997 tightness for smooth and polyhedral immersions of the
projective plane with one handle davide p. cervone abstract. the recentdiscoverythatthereis a
tightpolyhedralimmersion of the projective plane with one handle, while there is no smooth tight horo-tight
immersions of s^1 - eprintsb.hokudai - question, namely the horo-tight immersions of a simple closed
curve. the concept of horo-tightness was introduced in [4], whose main subjets are tight and taut immersions
into hyperbolic space. one may regard tightness, tautness and horo-tightness as generalizations of euclidean
tight-ness. tight embeddings of simply connected 4-manifolds - tight embeddings of simply connected
4-manifolds wolfgang k uhnel 1 ... tight immersions into 3-space exist for all surfaces except for the real
projective plane, the klein bottle and the surface with ˜ = 1. the latter is again the most crucial ... the more
restrictive class of taut 3-manifolds was classi ed in [17].
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